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"Let
us forget the second front for a moment" says today's New York

Times. "There is no question that we all want it. From Moscow through

London to New York there is only one ground for difference of opinion. When
and where it ought to be and whether the decision shall be partly a political

one or wholly strategic.

"Cut of the deaths of the Russian nature there has sprung something of

awe inspiring splendor. We think this is greater than Communism......

Those who accept this much and hope this much need not thereby commit them-

solves to any military venture not sanctioned by common sense.

"A United Nations disaster in Europe would not aid the common cause in

which Russia has astake, We may hope and we may pray that common sense will
soon justify us in hit ting Russia's enemy and hitting him hard where the

hitting will hurt bin most. We hope that every Russian may
be persuaded that

this is the truth.

"We
know by the ruins of Stalingrad and by the men who died and are

dying there that the Russian people will never be conquered. Britain and
America may not be able to raise the siege of Stalingrad but in the spirit
which was defended that city they can and must lift the siege of Russia."

PROTEST AGAINST BRITAIN'S INDIA POLICY

The New York World Telegram of the 28th stated.. "The American public and

press fear that Britain*s refusal to compromise free Indian deadlock will lead

to another Burma and Malaya. Protests against London's diehard policy have

been restrained in loyalty to our Ally and in the hope that the known desire

of the American and Chinese Governments for a quick settlement would move

Churchill,

"Now - because London refuses to meet Indian peace overtures aid because

the fate cf China aid the Pacific maybe at stake - American demands for

mediation are bursting into the open.

"For the British Government to underestimate the importance of this

typical American reaction would be dangerous Most of the signers (of
petition asking Roosevelt and Chiang Kai Shek to intervene with their good

offices) are not only persons who speak with authority but are

friends of Britain* They cannot be brushed off us crackpots or partisans."
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GENERAL WAVELL'S VIEW RE-ASSURING & DISAPPOINTING

The New York Herald Tribune states today that "General Archibald Wavell’s

view of the war situation in which Japan is the major enemy actor, that is in

the Pacific, the Far East end on the Indian frontier will probably be both

reassuring and disappointing to these many persons who not only want to see

the Japanese stopped but want to see then scampering from home on all fronts.

"Wavell spoke of a British reconquest of Burma as a matter of course

but he said nothing to lead one to hope that such a campaign was imminent

while what he did say about the difficulty of getting British and American

supplies to India may very possibly heave meant that a British counter offensive

against Japan from India, would have to wait".
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